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Hot on the plate – China Connect 
 A-Share Strategy Focus 20190915: Return to balanced allocation under policy and liquidity relays  

Investment Strategy｜It has been a period of intensive policy relays since the start of Sep. Boosted by 
multiple policy ramp-ups, it is highly probable that the fundamentals will stabilize in the fourth quarter. Next 
week, the market will enter a period of liquidity relay. After the European Central Bank cut its interest rates 
and restarted QE beyond expectations, the Fed and the Chinese central bank are expected to follow suit, 
thus formally establishing a global trend of liquidity easing. The relay of policy and liquidity will push up the 
relay of core assets, and allocations are expected to return to a state of balance. We recommend increased 
allocation to low-valuation stocks which benefit from economic stabilization, with focus on banking, 
household appliance, automobile, auto parts and infrastructure construction companies, as well as to 
insurance and securities firms with beta attributes. 
 

 Macroeconomic Weekly Focus 20190915: How to view exchange rate fluctuations in the year? 
Macroeconomic｜ In Aug 2019, the exchange rate of the US dollar against RMB broke the 7 mark. 
Subsequently, offshore RMB fell to 7.195 at the highest level, with a monthly depreciation of more than 3.6%. 
The high US dollar index and the escalating trade friction combined to exert greater pressure on the 
exchange rate. Entering Sep, offshore RMB rebounded by more than 2% within the past two weeks. So, 
how to view the exchange rate trend in the year? We believe that the intermediate USD/RMB exchange rate 
will remain below 7.2 till the end of the year, and further depreciation pressure can be controlled. 
 

 Hydrogen Energy and Fuel Cell Industrial Chain Thematic Report (IV): With the approach of subsidy 
policy, the logic turns to high-quality regions  
Power Equipment & New Energy｜In the short term, the fuel cell industry has yet to have conditions for 
comprehensive promotion. Clustered industrial development is expected to start in regions with outstanding 
hydrogen energy location, big market capacity and solid financial strength. We have screened out the five 
major hydrogen energy industrial clusters of east, north, south, central and southwest China. Targets with 
first-mover advantages in these regions are expected to seize the opportunity and grow first. Shanxi Meijin 
Energy (000723), Zhongshan Broad-Ocean Motor (002249) and Dongfang Electric (600875) are worth to 
closely follow. 
 

 China Merchants Expressway Network & Technology Holdings (001965) Investment Value Analysis 
Report: The No.1 expressway platform, with outstanding external expansion and growth 
Transportation｜We forecast the Company’s 2019/20E/21E EPS to be Rmb0.68/0.73/0.78, corresponding 
to PE of 12x/11x/10x. Its holding expressway properties enjoy robust vehicle traffic growth, whiles return 
from its investment in joint ventures becomes the earnings ballast of the Company. Its widely distributed 
expressway properties have stronger anti-cyclical capabilities, while external expansion is expected to 
provide new impetus. Considering its leading reinvestment capability, we give certain valuation premium to 
the Company. We initiate coverage on the Company with a target price of Rmb9.5. 
 

 ECB Sep 2019 Monetary Conference Commentary: As tiered QE lands, to which direction will future 
policy head for?  
Macroeconomic｜As its Sep conference, the ECB made tiered interest rate cuts for the first time, and 
revised its forward-looking guidance, which was basically in line with expectations. The ECB restarted the 
second round of QE and lowered LTRO III interest rates, at a pace slightly more than expected. With the 
normalization of the tiering system in the future, there is still room for the ECB to cut interest rates further. 
The ECB is expected to continue to cut interest rates in Dec, while the scale of subsequent QEs will gradually 
increase and negative interest rates will deepen further. With a slowdown in economic expectations, fiscal 
policy is on the horizon. 
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Other recommendations 

 
 Gree Electric Appliance (000651) Tracking Report: The stronger gets stronger, with no worry for the 

mid term  
 

 Overseas Strategy 20190915: As easing ramps up, pay attention to value 
 

 Banking Sector Investment Watch 20190916: Stability-dictated supervision helps banks to operate 
smoothly 
 

 Food and Beverage Industry Weekly Report 20190915: Liquor leaders are robust with strengthened 
leading effect, while mass goods leaders have unchanged value 
 

 Food and Beverage industry Aug 2019 Alibaba Online Data Commentary: Health product leaders post 
strong growth, while leisure food maintains high growth  
 

 Express Delivery Industry Aug 2019 Data Tracking Commentary: Q3 may see largest price declines in 
the past 3 years, but industry demand remains goods 
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